
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST

System Requirement Checklist. The System Requirement (SR) document template (IDA-MS-SR) provides guidance and
template material for use by IDA.

Have assumptions about the intended sequence of functions been stated? Ask, What is the worst thing that
could happen if the tolerance was doubled or tripled? Getting to know the Requirements Checklist Aspect
Description Introducing the Requirements Checklist The Requirement Checklist is a convenient element that
acts as a tally to indicate whether a Requirement complies with a set of predefined measures such as whether
the Requirement is Atomic, Cohesive, Traceable and Verifiable. Systems Planning. Traceability Is each
requirement needed? We wanted to focus on their needs first and their wants second. Are requirements
specified in an implementation-free way so as not to obscure the original requirements i. Is each performance
requirement realistic? Are the requirements stated precisely to facilitate specification of system test success
criteria and requirements? Performance Are all required performance specifications and margins listed e. Is
this a requirement the developer has control over, something the product must do, or a quality it must have,
rather than an activity involving the product? It can be assigned to any Requirement and the measures can be
updated directly in the diagram. Functionality Are all described functions necessary, and together, sufficient to
meet the system needs, goals, and objectives? Where to find the Requirements Checklist Toolbox : to display
the 'Find Toolbox Item' dialog and specify 'Requirements Checklist' Usage of the Requirements Checklist
Analysts and Requirements Managers can use the checklist to annotate whether one or more requirements
meet a set of predefined checks. Options for the Requirements Checklist The list of measures is completely
configurable and items can be added or removed from the list for each individual checklist by using the
Checklist Tagged Value notes. Offering a portal for members to pay online will put less of a burden on that
function because the member must sign in and the payment will be automatically applied to their account. In
Systems Analysis and Design 10th ed. Once the systems analyst gathers input from users they can review the
company records to see what it will take to give them what they need. Is the terminology consistent with the
user and sponsor's terminology? Learn more about the Requirements Checklist. Are requirements specified on
the product, not on an operator? When working with requirements it is sometimes very useful to refer to a
common set of 'best practices' and qualities that help define the nature of a well formed specification.
Correctness Are the requirements technically feasible? Systems Requirements Checklist Inputs Cash sales are
entered into the system manually Mailed in payments are entered manually - Create an online portal for
members to apply payments directly to their account Processes Manager transmits accounts receivable
summery to headquarters Review of reports that show members making online payments Employees entering
cash sales must check if the member is "full" or "limited" first Performance System must differentiate from
Full and Limited members and prompt the employee System must be operational during open hours only
Controls Employees have the ability to charge member accounts Employees can add or edit member accounts
Human resources is the only department that can delete member accounts References: Rosenblatt, H. Personal
Trainer's system is currently creating a few reports that need to be improved with additional details instead of
totals. Is each requirement necessary to meet the parent requirement? It can be a good idea to help
interviewees understand that their wants may not make their way into the system depending on the budget of
the company. The systems analyst can now observe company operations to see if there are any processes that
can be automated by technology. Are requirements written to be as weakly coupled as possible so that ripple
effects from changes are minimized? There are also a few more reports that were mentioned such as monthly
accounts receivable reports and daily sales reports with more information on each transaction. Are all
interfaces necessary, sufficient, and consistent with each other? Analyzing the software should be done near
the end of the requirements checklist because the systems analyst will already have a good idea of what the
users and the company are looking to get out of the new system. Are all internal interfaces clearly defined? Do
these requirements adequately address the survivability after a software or hardware fault of the system from
the point of view of hardware, software, operations personnel, and procedures? Interfaces Are all external
interfaces clearly defined? When payments are mailed in by members, the employees need to manually apply
the funds to the members account. The analyst isn't looking to eliminate jobs, but to make the process faster in
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order for the employees to conduct more business each day. Reliability Are clearly defined, measurable, and
verifiable reliability requirements specified? Consistency Are the requirements stated consistently without
contradicting themselves or the requirements of related systems?


